
Russia’s Gold Medal
The world's largest system of strictly protected nature 
reserves - (listed as category la by IUCN)--more tightly 
protected than America's national wilderness system 
(category l b, IUCN) or national parks (category II). 

Barguzinsky Zapovednik above,  374 million hectares (larger than America’s state of 
Rhode Island or Yosemite National Park), Russia’s first zapovednik, created 1917.

Presentation by Fred.Strebeigh@yale.edu, 9/4/2016.



“America’s best idea”“America’s best idea”----recreational (not recreational (not 
ecological) foundation (ecological) foundation (emphasis added)emphasis added)

 " " pleasuringpleasuring--groundground for the benefit and enjoyment of for the benefit and enjoyment of 
the the peoplepeople " " –– Yellowstone National Park Act, 1872 Yellowstone National Park Act, 1872 
[[IUCNIUCN category 2]category 2]


 “A wilderness, in contrast with those areas where “A wilderness, in contrast with those areas where  “A wilderness, in contrast with those areas where “A wilderness, in contrast with those areas where 

man and his own works dominate the landscape, is man and his own works dominate the landscape, is 
hereby recognized as an area where the earth and hereby recognized as an area where the earth and 
community of life are community of life are untrammeleduntrammeled by man, where by man, where 
man himself is a visitor man himself is a visitor who does not remain.” who does not remain.” 
–– Wilderness Act, 1964 [Wilderness Act, 1964 [IUCNIUCN category 1b]category 1b]





Russia’s best idea (1890):  Russia’s best idea (1890):  
Set aside areas of virgin nature Set aside areas of virgin nature 

as a model against which cultivated as a model against which cultivated 
lands could be compared. lands could be compared. 

[[Nikolai Nikolai KuznetsovKuznetsov, , 1890, as 1890, as summarized in summarized in Douglas Douglas Weiner, Weiner, 
Models of NatureModels of Nature (1988(1988), ), Models of NatureModels of Nature (1988(1988), ), 

first in a twofirst in a two--volume history that covers to c. 1991]volume history that covers to c. 1991]

 ---- Nikolai Nikolai KuznetsovKuznetsov, a botanist, writing in 1890 in a , a botanist, writing in 1890 in a 
journal of Russian Geographical Society.  He urged journal of Russian Geographical Society.  He urged 
studying pristine natural communities, including their studying pristine natural communities, including their 
origins, development, and spatial & temporal origins, development, and spatial & temporal 
transitions. transitions. 



Russians move Russians move 
to create to create 

zapovednikzapovednik
reserves, 1908reserves, 1908

“These reserves should be “These reserves should be zapovednyzapovedny in the fullest in the fullest sense of the word…. sense of the word…. Nothing needs to be Nothing needs to be removed, or added, or removed, or added, or improved.  Nature improved.  Nature should be left to itselfshould be left to itself----and the results and the results should be left to itselfshould be left to itself----and the results and the results observed.”  observed.”  
---- GrigoriiGrigorii AleksandrovichAleksandrovichKozhevnikovKozhevnikov, in 1908 (Moscow , in 1908 (Moscow entomologist, professor at Moscow entomologist, professor at Moscow University from 1904 and later University from 1904 and later director of Moscow University director of Moscow University Zoology Museum)Zoology Museum)



ZapovednyZapovedny status  status  ——
commandment land?commandment land?

 To make To make zapovedzapoved:  that which somebody must :  that which somebody must 
do without failure; to put duty on, to swear to, do without failure; to put duty on, to swear to, 
or to forbid: "Our Savior [or to forbid: "Our Savior [zapovedzapoved, past tense] , past tense] 
commanded/willed us to love each other."commanded/willed us to love each other."commanded/willed us to love each other."commanded/willed us to love each other."

 zapovedzapoved lesalesa:  to forbid cutting forests, as :  to forbid cutting forests, as 
monasteries didmonasteries did----done ceremonially by a priest, done ceremonially by a priest, 
who would go around the grounds with a who would go around the grounds with a 
censer, with smoke & incense & singing.censer, with smoke & incense & singing.
---- Old Church Slavonic dictionary of 1880Old Church Slavonic dictionary of 1880--82.82.



1917 Russian call for nature reserves1917 Russian call for nature reserves
 Proposal for nationwide network of 46 Proposal for nationwide network of 46 

zapovednikizapovedniki, with selection based on , with selection based on 
representing a broad variety within all of representing a broad variety within all of 
Russia's geographical zones.Russia's geographical zones.

---- "On the Types of Sites Where It is Necessary to "On the Types of Sites Where It is Necessary to 
Establish Establish ZapovednikiZapovedniki on the Model of the American on the Model of the American 
National Parks," by V. P. SemenovNational Parks," by V. P. Semenov--tiantian--shanskiishanskii, , 
presentation to large Conservation Congress, Moscow presentation to large Conservation Congress, Moscow 
Geographical Society, 1917.  (This presentation Geographical Society, 1917.  (This presentation 
became basis for Soviet network begun by decree of became basis for Soviet network begun by decree of 
Lenin in 1921.)Lenin in 1921.)
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Protected areas, Russia & USProtected areas, Russia & US
(Russia’s zapovedniks match acreage of (Russia’s zapovedniks match acreage of 

108 Rhode Islands or US National Park Service)108 Rhode Islands or US National Park Service)
 mnmn acresacres % nation% nation unitsunits
 Russia IUCN 1a zapovedniksRussia IUCN 1a zapovedniks8484 2.0%2.0% 102102
 US IUCN 1a Research Natural AreasUS IUCN 1a Research Natural Areas3?3? 0.1%0.1% 596596??
 US IUCN 1b Wilderness US IUCN 1b Wilderness 

109109 4.7%4.7% 757757
 US NPSUS NPS 8484 3.6%3.6% 394394
 US Nat'l ParksUS Nat'l Parks 5252 2.2%2.2% 5858

IUCN and UNEP-WCMC (2010), The World Database on Protected Areas (WDPA): Annual Release [On-line]. Cambridge, 
UK: UNEP-WCMC. Available at: www.protectedplanet.org [Data above from 4/16/2011; 2016 data differs slightly.].



Lenin signs decree 1921;Lenin signs decree 1921;
by 1933, 21 federal zapovedniksby 1933, 21 federal zapovedniks


